Program Fact Sheet: Training Program

**Current Status:**
In FY 2015, the training program is coordinating two Power Plant Operator courses, two Advanced Power Plant Operator courses, and three Bulk Fuel Operator courses.

**Program Background:**
This training gives community operators the skills to operate their energy infrastructure, helping utilities keep their facilities code-compliant and managed sustainably. AEA contracts with Alaska Vocational Technical Center (AVTEC) in Seward to deliver the operator courses.

44 operators received certification in FY14.
- 23 operators trained in Bulk Fuel Operations
- 12 operators trained in Power Plant Operations
- 9 operators trained in Advanced Power Plant Operations
  (Two individuals completed part one of Power Plant Operator Training)

**Program Progress:**
The FY15 class schedule includes:
- Three two-week training dates for Bulk Fuel Operator Training
- Two two-month training dates for Power Plant Operator Training
- Two three-week training dates for Advanced Power Plant Operator Training

**FY15 program update:**
- 8 operators trained in Bulk Fuel Operations
- 16 operators trained in Power Plant Operations
- 15 operators trained in Advanced Power Plant Operations